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Discourse XVIII
    Followers of the Way, your own present activities do not differ from those of the patri-

arch-buddhas.      You just don’t believe this and keep on seeking outside.      Make no mistake!
Outside there is no dharma; inside, there is none to be obtained.    Better than grasp at the words
from my mouth, take it easy and do nothing.    Don’t continue thoughts that have already arisen
and don't let those that have not yet arisen be aroused.    Just this will be worth far more to you
than a ten years’ pilgrimage.

Today is finally the end of this one week sesshin.    I was asked by the Shika to give this
sesshin during seikan time, and now we’ve finally come to the last day.    As I always say sesshin
means to gather everything into one point, to do the activity of gathering everything into one
condition.    When I say everything I mean all existent beings and all non-existent beings as well.
And it goes without saying as I said yesterday as well, this activity of gathering all states, all con-
ditions into one point can be called the activity of heart or mind.      This activity of heart or mind
which gather all things, all conditions, all states into one point also does the activity of manifest-
ing or creating all things or all conditions.    

In Buddhism we call this activity which both forms or creates, perhaps create is not a
good word in English, but, perhaps we can use it, this activity which forms everything, and also
gathers everything together into one point, we call this activity the activity of dharma, as well as
the activity of heart, mind.    It’s when we personify this activity that we call it the activity of
mind.    

Before the birth of Buddhism    in India there was already this practice of dhyana, and this
practice meant to gather all conditions into one point.    And the ancient ones in India called this
activity of gathering all states into one point the activity of karma.    And after that they came to
look upon this activity of karma as the activity of God or the activity of Brahma.    If there is a
God with a personality, then this kind of God does this activity of gathering all conditions into
one point.    Human beings first can grasp peace of mind when they meet God, when they meet
Brahma, and so the practice developed to meet God or Brahma.    So that’s fine, but along with
this practice also arose many bad, mistaken ways of thinking.    They thought that the state of
gathering everything together into one point was the condition of meeting God.    Some people
thought that those of us who cannot do this activity of gathering all conditions into one point
were not good people, because they weren’t able to meet with God.

But Siddhartha, the founder of Buddhism said that karma, this activity has no personality,
has no character, it is simply an activity a motion.    And he said that the true activity of dhyana is
not only gathering everything together into one point, it also must be the scattering out, the dis-
persing of everything.    Nothing can stop, nothing can tarry in the state of having gathered every-
thing together into one point.     

And if we posit this God who has a personality then the God, together with everything
goes out, disperses, scatters out.    It it’s stuck only in one point, then it’s a one sided God.    This
activity of dhyana or karma does both the activity of expanding and contracting.    We’re told that
Siddhartha, the founder of Buddhism taught that the activity of expanding can be called tatha-
gata, thus going, and the activity of contracting can be called tatha-agata, thus coming, which
contracts the world that has expanded out back down again.    And he said that there is no person-
ified God.    There is nothing that is creating everything outside of these two functions. There are
only these two opposing activities or functions.    Only the activity of expanding and the activity
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of contracting.    
When we try to name pairs of opposites we can name many many different pairs.    As far

as the tatha-gata goes, the expanding activity, we can say that the helping of other people, the
giving of kindness to other people is expanding, or the male activity is expanding, or going is
also expanding.      And we’re told that Shakyamuni, after he had his enlightenment taught that
there are no kinds of activities, there is nothing outside of the two opposing activities.    If we
want to associate the contracting activity with different words we can say that contraction is con-
tradistinction to existence, non-existence, death as opposed to life, and also stealing as opposed
to giving.    Outside of this great cosmos, outside of all the existent things that are in this great
cosmos, there is nothing making all of this other than these two activities.    There is no absolute
being that has a personality that is doing anything.    

It’s been over thirty years since I’ve come to America.    I was told to come here because I
was told that there are some Americans who want to learn Zen.    I didn’t know English and I
didn’t know anything about America, but I came anyway.    And since I’ve been here these thirty
or so odd years there have been I guess, many people who have come to I guess, you could say
learn Zen, but just like Rinzai says, not one has really grasped what I have to say.    What I’m
saying is that not even one person really can be said to know this principle that these two oppos-
ing activities of plus and minus, of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are what is forming all existent be-
ing and this cosmos.    What I’m saying is that just like Rinzai is saying in the text, because peo-
ple are attached to this idea of an absolute being, even though they might have been studying Zen
for thirty years, they still don’t get it.

The kind of folks I’ve been meeting are just the kind of folks that bicker about, “my God
is the best, no it’s my God that’s the best, no mine is better than yours.”    The people who insist
and assert this kind of way of thinking are the people who are causing wars in our human world.
It’s just like to men arguing about a woman, “This God is beautiful, and so that’s why this God is
good, but this God isn’t beautiful so this God is not good.”    But what is beauty?    And what is
dirtiness or ugliness.    When you’re an infant everything is the same.    Infants are all the same,
and somehow when these infants grow up some of them become beautiful, and some of them
aren’t beautiful.    

As I always say, the position Buddhism is that when an existent thing first appears it re-
ceives equally from plus and minus.    It’s the position, the standpoint of utter equality.    There’s
no reason here to fight.    

And I always say that simultaneously with the birth of this infant, mother and father are
born.        Not just mother and father, but this simultaneously birth includes all existent things.    It
includes everything in the present, the future and the past.    If you think that mother and father
existed before your appearance then you will be bound up by this kind of discriminating.    Are
you equal with your mother and father, since you appeared at the very same time as mother and
father?    Father is the world of the future, mother is the world of the past, are you the same or
different as these worlds.    There is no one that will say that everything is equal.    When you are
born the world of distinctions completely comes into being.    When your born the world of dis-
crimination is born.    Before birth it is the state of the origin, the source.    

As I always say this condition of the origin splits right down the center, but you can’t
think of it in a two dimensional way.    You have to think of it in a spherical way, in terms of in-
side and outside.    

The activity of the origin is the activity in which we can say that plus is standing up on
the outside of the sphere, and the minus activity is that the center of the sphere.    It wont become
real zazen if you only do two dimensional thinking.    Just in the way Rinzai says, although I’ve
been here for thirty years no one person seems to have appeared who really understands what it
means to be living in a three dimensional, not two dimensional world.

Because you think you are living in a two dimensional world you think that heaven is
something separate from you.    And you also think that this great earth of ours is something sepa-
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rate from yourself.    It wont become real zen practice until you can understand that heaven, hell,
and this earth are one.    There’s nothing I can do about it.    I’ve just had to live these thirty years
with all of you who don’t understand this principle.

Because the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata of plus and minus are acting together
in one home in one world, that is why you must do your zazen in terms of being in a spherical
world.    The form of zazen is kekkafuza, the full lotus position.    This condition of kekkafuza has
appeared when the worlds of north and south, east and west, when all the different worlds of
heaven and hell are all gathered together.    That’s when the form of kekkafuza appears.    It wont
become Zen until you can gather together in your kekkafuza posture this benevolent God that
you love, and the devil which you fear.    And if you can do that, then the kekkafuza self will be-
come the true self.    That’s when plus and minus become one.    That is the condition of zero.

I’ve spoken this way many times.    But, no matter how much time passes it seems that
the people who still are attached to loving the good God, and hating the devil are the prominent
ones.    What I’m saying is that if your that kind of a person there is no need to come here and try
to practice Zen.    What I’m saying is that there are plenty of religions out there that teach about a
bad devil that you have to avoid, and a good God that you should seek, so why don’t you go to
those places.    

But if you do that,  the condition of zero, the condition of oneness wont be manifest.
Buddhism says that it’s natural for people to seek true love.    That without true love people can-
not exist.    But for people who are still clamoring after the good God, or avoiding the devil, this
true love will not come up for them.    

Going back to what I said in the very beginning, this sesshin means the learning of this
activity which on the one hand gathers everything together into one point, and on the other hand
scatters everything out into all directions.    That is Zen.    Zen is the study of how when plus and
minus become one the condition of the smallest of the smallest, the very minimum condition ap-
pears.    And on the other hand this one point of zero again expands, swells up, and keeps on ex-
panding and swelling up until it reaches the condition where it doesn’t have to expand any fur-
ther.    It’s not any small task.    I’m sure that there are some people who will say, “We human be -
ings can’t do this activity of the absolute maximum, and the absolute minimum.    

But the tenet of Tathagata Zen    , Nyorai Zen, is that everybody, because it is the activity
of zero, everyone is doing the both the activities of absolute maximum, and absolute minimum.
Everything from grasses to trees to ants to birds to beasts, and of course human beings, they are
all doing these activities of plus and minus, expanding and contracting, and so they are all expe-
riencing true love.    It’s both neither the case that only human beings can manifest true love, be-
cause everything is manifesting true love, and it’s also not the case that only man beings can’t
manifest true love, because we can.

But it’s only the human being that can manifest the wisdom which knows this activity of
true love.    Plants and animals cannot manifest this wisdom.    This is where Zen practice comes
into play.    That’s why we call it dai-sesshin.    But today’s the last day of this sesshin.    I think
that some of you can immediately manifest the wisdom that understands that the good God and
the devil, heaven and hell, you an manifest them as one.    

Rinzai is saying here that there are two worlds.    One that plus and minus become one,
that’s the world of zero, and then zero splits itself exactly down the middle, then this world of
matter, the material world comes into being.    And Rinzai is calling out, “You who are practicing
Zen together with me!”    We are all appearing here together in the material world at the same
time.      Even Shakyamuni Buddha, even Jesus Christ, even Socrates, they all appeared in the
same way, in this material world.    And Rinzai says, the Buddhas, the patriarchs too, there is not
even one little speck of difference, they’re appearing here in the material world exactly the same
way as you are.    

But what about before appearance.    It was the world of no past, present or future.    There
is nothing different about you and God or Buddha, that’s what Rinzai is calling out here.    But
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there are systems of philosophy that do explain how the nature of being a human being, and the
nature of God are different, so it’s difficult.    But I think that nowadays there aren’t any people
who are explaining religion in that way.    I’m thinking that maybe in the olden times people
taught about religion in that way, but not now.    We have developed to a certain degree.    

Anyway I don’t want to get into that stuff about religious theology very much.    What I
want to say is that it’s okay to recognize Buddha, it’s okay to recognize God, but don’t think that
they are different from you.    They are appearing in the exact same way as you’re appearing.
But without understanding the way in which consciousness arises, everyone is just totally bound
up, and is repeating the words that they have heard, “Socrates said this.    Jesus Christ said this.
The Buddha said that.”    The teaching of Buddha, the teaching of Jesus, the teaching of Socrates,
they are all fine.    The teaching of your wife, the teaching of your husband, what your wife in-
sists that you do, that’s fine too, but what Rinzai is saying is you have to, if you affirm that teach-
ing, you have to put into practice.    If you can’t put into practice what the sutras or the bibles are
saying, it’s better to just burn them. But because we are able to put the teachings into practice of
the bible and the sutras then we don’t burn them, and we revere them.    But without understand-
ing the preciousness the value of this putting into practice, people just believe that believing is
enough.    The reason for the appearance of this result is that these kind of folks, they are just de-
pending on their self.    They don’t understand how to put into practice the teaching of a God or
Buddha.    

It’s definitely true that this thing called the self appears in this world.    But this appeared
self, sometime, inevitably, it will be hidden.    Where does the self appear from and where does it
is disappear into.    And isn’t it the case that if you understand this principle, then no matter what
great teacher it is, Socrates, Jesus, or Buddha, you can put into practice exactly what they said.

If you attach to this ‘I am’ self even if you read the sutras or the bible then it’s not going
to help you a little bit.    You wont be able to put into practice what it tells you to do in the bible
or  the  sutras.      It  doesn’t  matter  what  teaching  it  is,  the  bible  or  the  sutras,  any  kind  of
teaching ,the important thing, can you put it into practice or not?      But why does the fighting
come up?    It’s because you attach to this ‘I am’ self.    You fixate it, and then you look upon God.

And Rinzai says, “not believing in this you seek outside.”    What does he mean by seek-
ing outside?    He means that if you fixate the self then there are worlds outside of yourself, and
then you begin to look in these outside worlds, searching after maybe the benevolent God, or
maybe the devil, or maybe Buddha.    But then he says, “don’t make a mistake.”    This is a very
strong way of speaking.    But in English to say, “don’t mistake” sounds really weak.    It’s much
stronger than that, “don’t mess up!”    There is no mistake to be made is what he’s meaning.
There is certainly never any mistakes.    The mistake comes up when you affirm your self, and
then you attach to it.    The reason why he’s speaking so strongly is because he’s saying that the
meaning of this “don’t mess up” is there is no good, there is originally no evil nor any good.
But as long as you attach to this self which you have affirmed no matter how many years pass
you’ll never understand this.

When the situation comes up where you say, “I love this,” that is the situation where you
are already fixating yourself.    And oppositely, it doesn’t matter if you are referring to a man or a
man or a kind of food, the moment you say, “I hate that,” you already are attaching to this ‘I am’
special particular self.    After we have appeared in this material world, we can’t escape from this
kind of thing.    To the extent that we are here in this world of matter, this world of substance, we
always will be meeting with situations like this.    It’s natural; for this world of likes and dislikes,
loves and hates arise if you are always protecting or manifesting this physical self of yours.    But
Buddhism does not in any sense negate or try to avoid this situation.    But the problem is if you
attach to this condition.

The reason why you fixate and attach to this ‘I am’ self is because you don’t know that
there is another world.    In modern language we might call it the spiritual world, or the world of
zero, or the world without any will.    What we’re doing in this Zen practice is to learn to mani-
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fest the wisdom of why does the material world appear, and why does the spiritual world appear,
and what sorts of worlds are these.

It seems like Rinzai is being tedious, repeating himself over and over again here, but ac-
tually he is being very kind in doing this, and so please open up your eyes clearly to the next
thing that he has to say.

The thing that gives rise to the self, it goes without saying, are the activities of plus and
minus.    Of course it’s the activities of man and woman that give rise to the self.    What Rinzai is
saying is that you have to love these two opposing activities of plus and minus tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.

In this physical world of ours men love women, and women love men.    What I’m saying
is that when a woman meets a man immediately the feeling comes up in her heart that she wants
to be kind and help that man.    But the men are selfish, and so they forget about being kind.    The
translator is the same, he can’t understand because he’s selfish.    But there are times that you can
give this excuse for the man.    He’s just to busy putting into practice his activity of expanding.
That’s why he forgets to be kind to the woman when he meets her.    So please don’t forget if
you’re a woman and you’re complaining to yourself, “I keep on meeting up with this guy, and he
doesn’t  do anything for me.”      Just  remember is  because it’s  the nature of man to not have
enough time.    That they’re too busy.    
全ての男やすべての女の立場に代わって、ま、私が言って居るのだ。
All women can take on the standpoint of all men. (??)

Rinzai is saying that don’t think that the activity which gives rise to yourself is anything
outside of yourself.    Looking outside there is no dharma activity there is no activity which forms
yourself.    He doesn’t really get into it in enough detail here.    I have to explain because it’s easy
to mistake what he’s saying.

 Both men and women are in the position of being incomplete.    But men and women,
when they are able to manifest the complete self, then they can manifest the condition of zero.
That’s what Rinzai calls the complete person, or in the text ,”a man.”    And it goes without say-
ing that this complete person is doing the activity of true love.    And as I said before plus and mi-
nus, man and woman are acting together in one world.    It’s never the case that this activity of
karma is taking place in some separate world.    It is always taking place in one single world.
There are no other worlds outside of this unique singular world that we all are acting in.

We can say that the life of people, the symbol of it is the life of a couple.    Husband and
wife are living in one home.    Outside of this home there are no other worlds, there is no other
place of residence.    

Rinzai is saying this very difficult thing.    Whether you look on the outside of the inside
there is nothing to be obtained, and therefore don’t look on the outside or the inside.    So what
should you do?    What activity should you do?    The woman has to do the activity of contracting,
and through contracting completely she embraces her husband.    We call this the activity of steal-
ing.    It’s very strong.    The women are the strong ones.    

And how about the men?    The men do the their activity of expanding, and through their
expanding they give to the woman, and they are doing this activity in this one world.

The man does giving, and the woman does stealing, and through this mutual giving and
stealing the activity of zero arises.    And through this the one singular condition of dhyana ap-
pears.    But can you stay and fixate and tarry in this condition of true love?    This is no small
problem.    Maybe five minutes you can manifest this world of true love, but an hour, two hours,
three days.    If you stay in that true love world it will really get stinky.    So inevitably the condi-
tion of separation occurs.    

Even in separation the separation occurs within one world.    When plus and minus sepa-
rate they don’t  separate into two separate  worlds.  Plus and minus are  separating within one
world.    Our inside and our outside as well, they aren’t separate worlds.    It’s the wrong way to
think, to think that inside and outside are different worlds.    Don’t think that way is hat Rinzai is
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saying.
Next he says, all of you even my words, the contrivances that I give you, the words out of

my mouth, to think, “Ahhh, he’s such a good speaker.”    Don’t do it.    It’s okay to listen to my
talk, but if you are going to listen to my talk the first thing you have to do is manifest a self that
doesn’t need to think.    The condition of not needing to think occurs when the thinking self dis-
appears.    And the world that the self disappears into is the world of zero.    In modern terms, the
spiritual world. When the material world, the physical world is transcended, disappears, then
what appears is, in the text it says, the free person, or the person who has nothing to do.    

If you are attached to this ‘I am’ self and act and live from that position, there is no possi-
ble way that peace will ever come to this world.    Democracy is an okay way of thinking.    Com-
munism is also okay.    All these ideologies appear through the process of true love, and if you at-
tach to any of them, then that’s when fighting begins.    I don’t know about either democracy or
communism, but I recognize both of them.    Within this process inevitably the condition of ‘I am
a man,’ or ‘I am a woman’ will arise.    But this appearance is always in the world of matter, or
substance.    It’s always in the world of the thinking self.    Within the nature of the self, within the
nature of the world, these kind of conditions always will be coming up.    I think that as the think-
ing of human beings develops, democracy, communism, beyond those many different kinds of
ways of thinking will come up.    This appearance is fine.    

These ways of thinking all come up through the process, and so without attaching to any
of them one must follow this process.    If you follow this process and manifest true love or the
activity of zero you can’t tarry there, you can’t stop there either.    This spiritual world, the world
of zero again will break in two and the material world will appear.     And when this material
world appears can we attach to this material world either.    No the spiritual will appear again
from the material world.    

In Buddhism we other words for these worlds of matter and the spiritual world.     We
could say the world of form and the world of no form.    And in Buddhism we say in just this one
moment, (hits lectern) both of those worlds are appearing. In our in breathing and out breathing
as well we are already manifesting, experiencing both the world of form and the world of no
form.

And the conclusion that Rinzai gives, you can say that it’s difficult.    If you are a scholar
you can praise it and say “Oh he’s really said something great there.”    But actually he’s just say-
ing the ordinary thing, the natural thing.    He says, “Don’t continue thoughts that have arisen,
and don’t let thoughts that haven’t yet arisen be aroused.”    I think that most people don’t know
exactly what he’s getting at here.    When you yawn, AHHH, that’s fine.    He’s saying that don’t
even think that you want to yawn.
またあくびをしたい　などという考えを起こすなとここで言っているな
But when you yawn, then you no longer need to yawn.    Do you understand?    The next thing,
don’t give arise thoughts that have not yet been arisen means that after you yawn you don’t need
to yawn anymore.    And it’s not necessary to give rise to a thought of wanting to yawn.    That’s
the principle that he’s talking about.    You can find alot of scholarly works that go into convo-
luted detail about what he means about this not continuing thoughts that have arisen and not giv-
ing rise to thoughts, but actually the principle is just how I explained it.    When you are in the
condition of yawning, that is already the complete condition.    When you shake hands already
you are manifesting true love, you are meeting with God.

If you can understand and grasp this principle it’s better than to do training for ten years.
That’s what he’s saying.    What’s important is this manifestation of true love.    It’s more impor-
tant than doing hard training for ten years.    

But, actually, everyone is experiencing true love, and everyone is manifesting the wisdom
of true love.    I forgot my watch today so I don’t know how long I spoke, but we should stop
now.
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